
CREATIVE WRITING MAGAZINES SUBMISSIONS

In order to make our list, journals also had to accept flash fiction, short stories, poetry and creative nonfiction; charge no
fees; accept simultaneous submissions; .

Another trick: research the editor. Take these guidelines seriously. Be patient. Current edition available at
Michigan independent bookstores, libraries, and online at Amazon. Keep everything organized in folders so
you can keep track of what you have sent where. Virginia Quarterly VQR A diverse publication that features
both award-winning and emerging writers, VQR accepts short fiction 2, to 8, words but is not a fan of genre
work like romance, sci-fi, etc. You could always ignore this requirement, but bear in mind that if you do, you
are taking a risk. Check the webpage to see all open categories and sign up for the email list to receive updates
on submissions. A poet. Our deadline is rolling. Is it for recognition? Agni: A magazine that regularly features
emerging writers and is known for publishing important new writers early in their careers. Organizing
everything within a folder in your computer or jotting it all down in a notebook can help you maintain a sense
of order. Furthermore, following the instructions to the best of your abilities will show that you carry yourself
with professionalism. Flash Fiction Online Flash Fiction Online allows for slightly longer flash stories â€”
between and 1, words. Reading Period: August 15 to April 15 Accepts: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, reviews,
translations  Virginia Quarterly Review: VQR is a quarterly magazine with a long history of publishing
accomplished and award-winning authors as well as emerging writers. Deadline: Open all year-round from
anywhere in the world. Deadline: Open. Firstly, never write a negative review. Small stipend paid to
contributors. It also takes nonfiction 3, to 9, words like travel essays that examine the world around us. If you
have a question, you can always shoot them an email requesting clarification on an aspect of the submission
process.


